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Foreword
Administrative Officer (AO) Grade has been a critical team in the Hong Kong
government. The Civil Service Bureau (CSB) of Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR) claimed the grade is “a cadre of multi-skilled professional
administrators who play a key role in the Government of HKSAR”. However, the
handover of Hong Kong has led to the change of regime and administration. Being
the top management of the civil servants, AO Grade has gone through changes and
transition, namely the launch of Principal Officials Accountability System (POAS) and
the emergence of the civil society. This article aims to comprehend the two
transitions after the handover. The two transitions have altered the job nature of AOs
and the policy formulation process, which eventually created a mismatch between
the unchanged AO Grade and the new public expectation towards the Grade. This
paper will first assess comprehensively the development of the civil society and the
POAS of Hong Kong, together with the analysis of how the two transitions have
affected the AO Grade. Interviewing current and former AOs would provide empirical
basis to testify the arguments. The findings aim to shed light on the roots of the
mismatch to better explain the situation of the AO Grade in today’s SAR Government.
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Introduction
Administrative Officer (AO) Grade in the civil service of Hong Kong government has
been a crucial team of administrators since late 19th century. As stated in the Civil
Service Bureau, Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR), the grade is “a
cadre of multi-skilled professional administrators who play a key role in the
Government of HKSAR”. However, the handover of Hong Kong has led to the change
of regime and administration.
Since the handover in 1997, Hong Kong has undergone fundamental changes in the
political system and social situation. Politically, the SAR Government has introduced
the Principal Official Accountability System (POAS) on top of the AO Grade and
inevitably hampered the dominating position of the Grade in the Government. The
role of the AO Grade is not as critical as before. The principal officials appointed by
the Chief Executive are instead the new masters of the SAR Government. With regard
of the social situation, the emergence of a civil society turns Hong Kong from an
administrative state into a political state. Increasingly diversified political parties in
the Legislative Council and the activists have created a dynamic political climate in
the society. Hence, AOs can hardly uphold their impartiality in the midst of the policy
making process. Assuming that the AO Grade did not transform to adapt to these
transitions, it results a mismatch of the functions of the AO Grade and the public
expectation on it. This article suggests that the conventional administrative elites can
no longer administer the politicized city easily.
This paper would first review the literature on the POAS and civil society
development (after the handover) of Hong Kong. Then a series of interviews with
former and current AOs would be conducted and analysed. To better illustrate the
mismatch, we would also examine if the human resource management of the Grade
have changed in order to meet with the changes in the findings analysis. Finally we
would draw our conclusion on the roots of the mismatch and suggest
recommendations for the CSB to better the situation.

Chapter 1. Literature Review
A. The Administrative Officers Grade (AO)
i. Definition
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According to Scott (1988), the history of the Administrative Officers (AOs) in Hong
Kong dates from 1862 when three cadets were recruited from Britain. They were a
nascent administrative elite, “a miniscule band of officials with the same values and
from the same social backgrounds”, middle class, and with degrees from Cambridge
University. At that time virtually no one in the Hong Kong Government who had the
knowledge in Cantonese present to administer the local government. Therefore the
colonial government called for the Administrative Grade who could facilitate the
administration in Hong Kong. In 1959, the British Hong Kong Government changed
the name of the grade to Administrative Officer (Tsang, 2007).
According to the designated webpage of the Administrative Officer Grade by the Civil
Service Bureau, it describes AOs as:
“The Administrative Service is a cadre of multi-skilled professional administrators
who play a key role in the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region. Members of the Administrative Service are posted around a wide variety of
posts in bureau and departments at regular intervals. On average, there will be a
change of postings in every two to three years. Through regular postings, the officers
receive wide exposure, acquire broad experience, develop multi-skills and enjoy
variety in their career. Their breadth of experience, strong administration skills,
versatility and quest for
challenges make them important assets of the Government.”
Source: The Civil Service Bureau, (March 2012). http://www.csb.gov.hk
From the official description, we can at least see two important points. Firstly, the
Government has defined AOs as a multi-disciplined staff that will not focus on work
in a specific field in the government. A rotation of job position is implied. This
characteristic of the Grade very much makes AOs a group of Generalists that can
adapt to new environment and changes easily. Secondly, they are the “professionals”
who play the crucial roles in the Government that reflects from the very start of their
career, the AOs are already stepping towards being the top officials in the
Government. AOs are expected to have a life long career in the Government.
Also, Mushkat (1984) stated that Administrative Officers in Hong Kong principally are
the Government Secretariat. They are the central policy-making and coordinating
body in the Hong Kong civil service – and in senior administrative and policy-making
positions in the departments.
To Cheung (1998), the civil service (AO Grade) has always played a major role in the
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administrative and political system of Hong Kong. The civil service team actively
participates as an effective party in determining strategies for running the system
and has contributed the success of the territory.
Tong (1992) has further elaborated the importance of AOs in the government. They
are the crucial part of the whole government structure. AOs are no experts of a
specific discipline, they are the decision maker with highly mobile in different fields.
The AOs system is heavily affected by the British bureaucracy culture. Generalists
who are of outstanding intelligence and overall capability were posed in high position
in the Britain Government, and this characteristic could be observed in the Hong
Kong AO system.
Scott (1988) shares the same idea. He suggested that the generalist-dominated
systems of Britain and Hong Kong should be seen as a structural similarity. He said
the values affected the British and Hong Kong administrative system so profoundly.
On the basis of the university degree it divided AOs from clerical grades. As a more
intellectual grade AOs provided a unified civil service in which individuals could be
transferred among departments, and they are provided for promotion on grounds of
merits. Through rotation, AOs will acquire a bunch of skills during the career instead
of a specialized profession.
A recent book by Tsang (2007) “Governing Hong Kong: Administrative Officers from
the Nineteenth Century to the Handover to China, 1862-1997” has a deeper
illustration of the nature of AOs. To Tsang AO Grade is a group of pragmatic, small
and dedicated group of able officers. They were good at solving immediate tasks. He
also stated that AOs are people who allocate and exercise power but at the same
time exert considerable self-restraint in the exercise of such power. Tsang claimed
that AOs are just a group of able elites, but not brilliant. Therefore in the last century,
AOs did a good job in regulating different aspects of social and economic life. They
are the key to expand the government scope while maintaining social stability during
the rapid development in late 20th Century.
To sum up AOs are critical to Hong Kong society. However important their functions
are, they are not the ambitious politicians. Instead, they traditionally did not have to
bear much political responsibility. As a group of efficient, faithful and impartial
administers, AOs are the pillars of Hong Kong successful governance. They usually
devote their life-long career as an AO, and rotate through departments to equip
themselves the
multidiscipline skills and knowledge.
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ii. Current Situation
Below are the extracts of the information from the Civil Service Bureau, which serves
to provide the references for further discussion.
Grade Structure and Establishment - The Administrative Officer Grade comprises the
following seven ranks and the establishment as at 30 March 2012 is as follows:
Rank

No. of Posts

Administrative Officer Staff Grade A1

17

(D8)
Administrative Officer Staff Grade A (D6)

15

Administrative Officer Staff Grade B1
(D4)

28

Administrative Officer Staff Grade B (D3)

52

Administrative Officer Staff Grade C (D2)

188

Senior Administrative Officer

175

Administrative Officer

157

Total

632

Data Source: The Civil Service Bureau, (March 2012). http://www.csb.gov.hk
The Administrative Officer Grade compensation policy to different ranks as at 30
March 2012 is as follows:
Grade

Point

Basic Salary
(HKD per month)

Post

Administrative Officer Staff
Grade A1

D8

208,250

Permanent
Secretary

Administrative Officer Staff
Grade A

D6

187,100

Permanent
Secretary
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Administrative Officer Staff

D4

166,950

Grade B1

Deputy
Secretary

Administrative Officer Staff
Grade B

D3

147,150

Deputy
Secretary

Administrative Officer Staff
Grade C

D2

126,500

Principal
Assistant
Secretary

Senior Administrative Officer

Master Pay Scale
Point 45-49

95,595
82,575

Assistant
Secretary

Administrative Officer

Master Pay Scale
Point 27-44

80,080
39,220

Assistant
Secretary

Data Source: The Civil Service Bureau, (March 2012). http://www.csb.gov.hk

iii. The Responsibility of the Administrative Officer
First let us review what the Civil Service Bureau has written regarding the general
duties of the AOs. There are over 600 officers in the Administrative Service working
in 12 bureaus and over 30 departments. They may be posted to:
-

-

-

Bureau to assist in the formulation of Government policies closely related to
the well-being of society and the control and monitoring of the use of public
resources;
District Office to steer and co-ordinate provision of government services and
facilities in the district, to represent the Government at the frontline and to
oversee community building programmes;
Government department to provide quality management and steer the
delivery of services to the public; or
The Office of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
in Beijing or one of the 13 Hong Kong Economic and Trade Offices in major
cities around the world to promote the interests of Hong Kong.

Meanwhile, Burns (2010) have clearly defined the role of AOs. He pointed out that
AOs represent a more influential role than senior bureaucrats in the other
democracies in the Western countries. Having said that, Burns further stated that
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AOs, in the policy formulation process, have the power to set the agenda, lobby for
trust and even monitor the implementation process themselves. Even after the
launch of Principal Officials Accountability System (POAS), the principal officials still
have to rely on the permanent secretaries to help provide policy options, understand
underlying problem and promote the policy.
Burns illustrated how “key” the role of AOs are. By convention, the Grade dominates
most of the crucial position of the government. At the time of year 2003, AOs are the
head of:

Data Source: Hong Kong Government Structure, (2011). http://www.gov.hk/
Mushket (1984) further explains the difference of the role of Administrative Officers
and other sub-categories like Executive Officers. EO Grade possesses formal
qualifications that are equal to those of administrative officers. However their
responsibilities differ substantially. EO Grade assists only the day-to-day management
of departmental business undertakes personnel management tasks in respect of the
supervision of junior staff and the normal procedures and supervisory works. The
line between the AO and EO Grades are clear. AOs do not engage in the execution of
a project, yet they hold the power to make decision beforehand.
Mushket further elaborated as Administrative Officers gain in seniority, they are likely
to become increasingly preoccupied with strategic planning and less concerned with
management control. The political role of members of the administrative class largely
complements their strategic planning responsibilities.
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B. The Emergence of the Civil Society
i. Definition of Civil Society
Civil society can be understood as "the arena, outside of the family, the government,
and the market, where people associate to advance common interests" (CIVICUS Civil
Society Index Team 2006: 9). This abstract notion is further summarized by Larry
Diamond as “an idea functioned as a counter-image of the state, an embodiment of
social virtue confronting political vice, the realm of freedom versus the realm of
coercion, of participation versus hierarchy, pluralism versus conformity.” (Diamond,
1999) This implies a realm of organized social life that is open, voluntary,
self-generating, and autonomous from the state, and bound by a set of shared rules,
civil society stands between the state and the private sector. (Ma, 2008) As
highlighted by Diamond’s version of civil society, it is autonomous from the state, and
inevitably confronts and monitors the functioning of the state.
Among different perceptions of the role of civil society, civil society's self-articulation
of its identity and roles reveals three major discourses (Chan & Chan, 2007): First,
civil society as a defender of its own autonomy. This holds that civil society can and
must stand up against intrusions into the civil rights and freedoms enjoyed by the
citizens of Hong Kong; Second, civil society as the third sector. The function of civil
society reveals an association of civil society with non-profit, voluntary associations,
as well as with the notion of social capital. This discourse puts special weight on the
civil society's ability to solve its own problems and thus has implications for its ability
to ease the government's share in welfare provision and societal assistance (Putnam
2000); Third, civil society as a partner in governance. Advocated by international
regimes such as the United Nations, this discourse focuses on civil society as a
partner in government policy-making (UN, 2004). This role is one of the most recent
developments in Hong Kong that the subsequent discussion is mainly based on this
discourse and is surrounding its significance on the government policymaking
process and the AO Grade.

ii. Civil Society Development in Hong Kong since 1997
Since 1997, Hong Kong’s civil society has started to develop and experience
transformation and maturity. This relates back to the self-defense discourse of civil
society. As during the handover, Hong Kong society was eager to safeguard its
autonomy and protect its citizens’ rights and freedom. Civil Society Organizations
were formed in an embryonic form by people sharing a set of common interests to
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voice their opinions towards government policies.
Besides, during the first decade of the HKSAR, Hong Kong experienced one crisis after
another, namely the Asian financial crisis in 1999 and the collapse of the property
market afterwards, and the epidemic crises such as bird flu in 1998 and SARS in 2003.
These events had a positive, though unintended consequence that people began to
appreciate the power of civil society. These experiences powerfully showed that civil
society has the ability and capacity to solve social problems.
2003 can be treated as a watershed of the development of civil society in Hong Kong.
(Chan & Chan, 2007) Although the number of public advocacy activities after 2003
did not increase substantially, it was evident that civil society had developed a clearer
identity and self-articulation, and had greater self-confidence in carrying out its role
and impacting society. After the epidemic crisis in spring, on 1 July 2003, an
estimated half-a-million residents of Hong Kong protested against the proposed
national security bill, which eventually halted the legislation of the proposed bill, civil
society began to recognize its strength and potential in the policy-making process.
Besides, it realized that citizens might become victims of the policies solely
formulated by government officials. This prompted civil society actors to demand a
bigger say in policy-making and essentially turned the self-defense discourse of civil
society into the partner discourse to
urge for engagement in policy process.

iii. Effect to the Policymaking Process
From 2003 on, the civil society has been increasingly active in various aspects of the
policy-making scene and has expanded its advocacy agenda (Chan and Chan, 2006).
There is a shift in the emphasis: from the self-defense discourse surrounding
opposition of the public security bill to the governance partnership discourse relating
to the expanded agenda of civil society on environmental, history, culture and
heritage issues. Currently, there are 14 categories of CSOs formed (From Consultation
to Civic Engagement: The Road to Better Policy-making and Governance in Hong
Kong, 2007) to cater for different interests of the groups. This expansion of scope and
intensity of civil society has attracted more walks of life to stand against government
intrusion of common interests and has heightened the morale of civil society in
seizing place in policy-process.
Advocacies from diversified political parties in both public occasions and Legislative
Council meetings highlight the sense of self-articulation and civic engagement. As
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witnessing the more and more mature civil society in Hong Kong, it is now acting
with increasing confidence in advocacy (Chan & Chan 2007). This on one hand
challenges and confronts the government’s legitimacy-lacking policies and
bureaucracy. On the other hand, it serves as a changing and pressing force to bring
institutional reforms in Hong Kong in realization of being partners of the government
in policy process and various social issue decisions.

iv. The Implication on the AO Grade
As a confronting and pressing force, the civil society has changed the conventional
policymaking process in the colonial era. In the past government controlled the civil
society through political absorption (Abrose King, 1978). Now with the high demand
of a responsive government, AOs as the policymakers simply cannot make responsive
policy decisions with the old approach. With a strong civil society and the more
pressing search to engage in the policy process since 2003, civil opinion becomes
indispensable in securing legitimacy when government formulating policies. And as
demands from civil society have increased in scope, scale, and intensity, a responsive
institutional reform is necessary to increase transparency, openness and efficiency of
the government to that fierce demand.
These indicate a failure of existing institution to put priority to public opinions, hence
hamper the smoothness and effectiveness of the government ruling. Clearly the
traditional form of public consultation no longer fully encapsulates the views of civil
society, which are dynamic and changing. This strong force of opposition also helps
weakening and challenging the legitimacy base of the government. AO Grade as the
center of the Government used to be efficient in working out policies in the society
without a strong civil society. The more vibrant civil society thus disrupts the
administrative, less political approach of policy making. Unless proper and timely
reform is taken out, the Government can no longer function and formulate policies
smoothly without taking into account of the will of civil society.

v. Case Study
To better illustrate the conventional way of policymaking, Burns (2009) called it as
the Consultative Politics. Civil Society a changing force has led to the collapse of the
approach. A case would help draw a clear picture.
Through protests, rallies, and various other actions, civil society organizations have
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amassed enough societal pressure to influence policymaking, for example, the halt of
the West Kowloon Cultural District development, the reclamation of Victoria Harbour
and the redevelopment of Kai Tak. Not only has civil society become more vocal, but
the emergence of new groups and new forms of organization has also increased the
unpredictability of societal demands and actions. One of the famous cases has been
the effort of citizens to stop demolition of the Star Ferry Pier. Taking the Victoria
Harbour as an example, when the public was talking about how to find a commonly
acceptable way to protect the harbour, "the community's most-treasured asset",
Chan Wai-kwan wrote that "there is no reason why civil society cannot take part, or
even take the lead, towards consensus-building" (South China Morning Post, 3
October 2003). Another civil society actor, Albert K T Lai, urged the government to
adopt a new governing model. During civil society's opposition to the building of the
West Kowloon Cultural District, there were also calls for the government to form a
"true partnership with civil society, to abandon the bureaucrat- official mentality, and
to institutionalise public participation in policy-making" (Leong 2004).
From this instance, we can see that civil society is truly a changing force which calls
for institutional reform in two-folded: first, its expectation to government has
changed the nature and role of the AO Grade, who has been the crux of
governmental institution; second, it urges reform on government’s way to collect
public opinion, from consultation to civic engagement.
The year 2003 marked not only a watershed of civil society development in Hong
Kong, but also the emergence of a new mode of advisory committee and public
consultation in policy- making. That year saw the establishment of the Council for
Sustainable Development, an advisory body that adopted a new method of civic
engagement that emphasized learning and deliberation. Although the traditional
mode of public consultation has failed, a new mode has yet to be established. The
political and social ecology of Hong Kong has changed so drastically since 1997 that
governing through an advisory system and conventional public consultation no
longer satisfies public expectations. The Chief Executive has only a weak and limited
power base from which to exercise the enormous constitutional power he possesses.
New political forces that are beyond his control— the elected legislators and political
parties— have strongly resisted a top-down approach in policy-making and
consultation; and demanded that the government become more accountable,
transparent, and responsive.
In face of these challenges, it is imperative that the government and the people of
Hong Kong have to seek a new way of engagement. The examples show that civil
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society in Hong Kong is no longer content to have important decisions made for it;
nor is it satisfied with the role of keeping the government in check. It demands
participation in policy-making. In other words, it wants to transform its role from
watchdog to partner in governing Hong Kong. The political absorption suggested by
Ambrose King is no longer valid nowadays. To sum up, the AO Grade under this
dynamic civil society could hardly formulate policy with merely the old approach.

C. The Principal Officials Accountability System
i. Definition
After the handover, The SAR Government has inherited the civil service system from
the colonial era. Civil servants occupied all positions including the ministerial ones. In
this regards, bureaucracy used to exercise a high control on legislations and policy
formulation. Apart from the Governor that appointed by the British government, AOs
had the most critical role in the government operation.
In the first five years, the former Chief Executive Tung Chi-wa suffered from the
deadlock with the civil service. He at that time saw it as a problem of the
government structure. He found himself failed to hold the permanent secretary
accountable. Tung especially thought the civil service could not support his effort
promoting new policies (Cheung, 2005). The Chief Executive’s initial housing policy
was an example widely used to illustrate the conflicts between the top civil service
and the Chief Executive.
Eventually Tung introduced the new Principal Officials Accountability System.
According to Loh and Cullen, it is a proto-ministerial system. Under the system,
principal officials serve only the Chief Executive who appointed them. The system
was launched on 1st July in 2002. The very objective of the POAS is to create a
coherent political leadership within the government whose members are responsible
for policy decisions. The POAS would appoint all principal officials to the Executive
Council (Exco) under the new accountability system. The Exco then became a
decision making body and a “de facto” cabinet which bearing collective responsibility
for all policy decisions. A very important point is that the appointed officials are
employed on contract. Therefore AOs are no longer in the civil service if they accept
the appointment.
Regime change fundamentally altered the relationship between politicians and
administrators in Hong Kong with the balance of power shifting toward politicians.
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Strengthening the political executive culminated in the introduction of the POAS in
2002 under which fixed-tenure politicians replaced career civil servants as policy
secretaries. This move, which dramatically increased the number of politicians,
established an entirely new relationship between politicians and administrators. As
part of the POAS, the political executive centralized policy making in the hands of the
appointed politicians (Burns 2008).
This paper does not aim to discuss in-depth the details of the POAS, however we
would assess carefully the implications that the POAS have on the AO Grade.

ii. The Development of the POAS in the SAR government
Announced in June 2002, six out of the fourteen appointed principal officials were
originally AOs. Since then the POAS have developed mainly on professional and civil
service crews. Currently, twelve out of twenty appointees are from the AO Grade
(Chief Secretary for Administration, Mr. Stephen Lam Sui-lung, Financial Secretary, Mr.
John Tsang Chun-wah, Secretary for Education, Mr. Michael Suen Ming-yeung,
Secretary for the Civil Service, Miss Denise Yue Chung-yee, Secretary for Labour and
Welfare, Mr. Matthew Cheung Kin-chung, Secretary for Development, Mrs. Carrie
Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, Secretary for the Environment, Mr. Edward Yau Tang-wah,
Secretary for Transport and Housing, MS Eva Cheng, Secretary for Constitutional and
Mainland Affairs, Mr. Raymond TAM Chi-yuen, Commissioner, Independent
Commission Against Corruption, Mr. Timothy Tong Hin-ming, Director of Audit, Mr.
Benjamin Tang and Commissioner of Customs and Excise, Mr. Clement Cheung
Wan-ching). It shows that despite the POAS was built over the AO Grade. The AOs are
still a popular pool of talents that the Chief Executive would consider to appoint.
Even with the further development of the political appointment system as suggested
in the government’s October 2007 proposals, the government still requires
Administrative Officers of different ranks to ‘continue to play a central role in policy
formulation and handle work with political content in terms of policy.

iii. The Implication on the AO Grade
A Shortened Career Path
In the POAS, the highest-ranking civil servants would be re-titled “Permanent
Secretaries”, would work to their respective principal officials under the
accountability system. SUNG Lap-kung (2009) claimed the political appointments
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have assumed the decision making power from the AO Grade. And this change has
disappointed AOs and thus decreased their loyalty and motivation.
According to the data from the Legislative Council official record of proceedings,
from the year 2002 to 2009 there were 116 AOs who left the Government. 46% of
them were not at the age of retirement. The average turnover rate was 3% to 5%.
The rise of the rate signified the AOs have no longer seen the job as their life long
career. The POAS has limited the promotion opportunities as well as damaged the
loyalty of the Grade. The below tables were extracted from the official record
showing the turnover situation from 2005 to 2010.

Data Source: Legislative Council Official Record of Proceedings, (December 2010).
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Political Neutrality of the AO Grade
POAS in current practice has to rely heavily on serving or former civil servants to fill
out the posts in the political appointment system (As mentioned in the last part
about the details of personnel). This practice of drawing politically appointed officials
heavily from the civil service has also undermined the principle of meritocracy and
neutrality of the civil service.
Before 2002, the top bureaucrats of the SAR government were playing the dual role
of quasi ministers and civil servants (Chueng, 2009). The neutrality of the public
service was seen as part of the core values upheld by the civil service (Wong, 2002).
In Anson Chan’s speech before her retirement, the former Chief Secretary for
Administration remarked that political neutrality of the civil service in Hong Kong had
been the foundation of Hong Kong success.
However after the launch of POAS, the Chief Executive and the new principal officials
depend on the civil servants to help with policy formulation and implementation
(Loh & Cullen). So could the top civil servants – AOs uphold their neutrality amid the
highly politicized working environment? Loh and Cullen have pointed what is the
problem: it is hard for senior civil servants to draw the line between ‘explaining’ and
‘advocating’ particular policies when being questioned in LegCo.
Under the POAS, the government still requires administrative officers to ‘continue to
play a central role in policy formulation and handle work with political content in
terms of policy explanation, justification and winning over public support’
(Constitutional Affairs Bureau, 2007). To require neutral officers to openly justify and
defend government policy and to lobby for support under the current partisan
political environment is problematic.
Before the launch of the POAS, the AOs could take full charge of the policy
formulating process, in which they do not serve anyone but the public interest of
Hong Kong. Given the POAS assumes the AOs or senior civil servants to aid the
appointees in making policy, logically AOs have to stand in line with the principal
officials. The responsibility of AOs representing the principal officials to answer
queries in the LegCo obviously shows the embarrassment and the confusion of role
caused by the POAS. The former Chief Secretary Anson Chan talked about senior civil
servants’ tradition of giving advice to the government without fear or favour. They
are expected to give forthright and objective advice to their superiors before the
latter come to a decision. This certainly is required by the duty of impartiality under
the neutrality principle, though senior civil servants in Hong Kong do not enjoy the
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benefit of anonymity since they need to openly explain government policy and to
lobby for public support (even after POAS). As stated above, when they were also
policy secretaries before 2002, they were the people who were in charge of
government policy in their respective policy portfolio. But now the original
persons-in-charge have become the assistant of a group of outsiders with individual
preferences.

The Individual Preferences of the Appointee
This significant consequence of the introduction of the POAS system was to increase
uncertainty risks for the AO Grade. The politicians recruited to fill the elite policy
positions came from outside the civil service. Accordingly they brought to their
positions a wide variety of policy preferences that, because Hong Kong’s system
eschews political parties, were not molded into a coherent program (Burns, 2008).
Individual preferences assumed an exaggerated importance in such a system. The
government also replaced the Policy Committee, which had brought elite civil
servants together to make policy, with an Executive Council, on which all political
appointees sat. This arrangement fostered a silo effect, which undermined
coordination at the top and increased uncertainty. Government policy became less
predictable for both the administrators and the public, and increased risks of
uncertainty (Burns 2008).
In terms of preserving the political neutrality of the civil service, contrary to the
intention of the government, the design of POAS is faulty (CY Cheung, 2009). First, by
making the posts of the Chief Secretary for Administration (CS) and the Secretary for
the Civil Service (SCS) political, it has deprived the civil service and its elite
Administrative Service of the leadership to protect the administrative integrity of
these services. Before POAS, the CS had, at least since 1984, been the head of the
whole civil service. Likewise, the SCS, who was the most senior officer in the
Administrative Service, had always been the head of this service, responsible not
only for its grade management, but also for the good administrative tradition of the
service as a whole.
Under POAS, the post of the CS has become purely political. As for the post of the
SCS, it is a political office but the officer concerned must be selected from serving
civil servants who will be seconded to this political post and can return to the civil
service after his or her political tenure, age permitting. In addition, under POAS, the
SCS has become the head of the civil service even though the office of the SCS has
become political.
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While the government claims that such arrangements can help enhance political
accountability and maintain a link between the civil service and the political
leadership, they are both undesirable and confusing. By making the office of the
head of the civil service political, the government has in effect deprived the civil
service of the administrative focal point of maintaining the overall professional
integrity of the civil service. While there might have never been an administrative
head of the civil service in Hong Kong that could rival the authority and public service
ethical standards of a Sir Warren Fisher or a Sir Edward Bridges of the UK home civil
service, 26 the example established by the former CS Mrs. Anson Chan before POAS
in openly defending the tradition of good and ethical public administration of the
Hong Kong civil service in her capacity as the head of the civil service will be difficult
to follow by one who is a politician.
As Cheung has just pointed out, the post of SCS is now primarily political. Although
the officer concerned is a seconded officer from the civil service, his or her first duty
in the political leadership must be to honour his or her political responsibilities first.
In other words, the management of the civil service, including proposals on
promotion, recruitment, transfer, career development, disciplinary measures, etc.
will be carried out with political considerations first and foremost. The integrity of
the civil service may easily be compromised out of this kind of political consideration.
To sum up, as long as AOs still involve in political work in government, the problem
would still exist. CY Cheung has suggested resuming AOs responsibility back to pure
administration that is both professional and merit-based. This implies that members
of the political team in the executive should not rely substantially on talents in the
civil service.

D. The Inertia of the AO Grade Development
i. The AO Grade in the New Era – No Change?
Since the handover, a civil society has emerged in the more politicized environment.
People actively participate in politics to safeguard their stake. AOs could no longer
serve the society with mere with administrative absorption. The consultation with
professional bodies is insufficient in meeting the expectation with the public. And the
more dynamic parties politics in the LegCo too slow down the efficiency of AOs in
formulating policies. Under these new circumstances, the conventional AO crews are
incapable to coordinate sensitively with local bodies and political parties. The POAS
also undermines the neutrality of AO Grade as well as shorten the career path of it.
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AOs have to take up political responsibility and stand in line with the political
appointed officials. Amid this situation, AOs can no longer perform their functions
“without fear or favour”. Simply we see the need to reform the Grade to preserve the
merit of the Grade itself. Nonetheless has there been any change in the human
resources management practice?
ii. The Unchanged Administrative Officer Grade
Having said the two transitions faced by the Administrative Officer Grade, Hong Kong
Government does have to modify the human resources practice to adapt to the
changes mentioned. For instance, better understanding in the civil society and a
merit system that neglect political consideration are two substantial elements to be
looked into. Has the SAR Government worked on the recruitment or staffing practice
after the handover in order to meet the new requirements? The answer is simply no.
When comparing with the recruitment process before the handover, there is no
change. According to Mushket (1984), the AO recruitment in 1983 contained two
compulsory papers and one optional paper. These papers were to test the analytical
skills, common sense, language proficiency and problem solving skills. The
examinations were in Chinese (Optional) and English (Compulsory). There are
another two rounds of interview conducted by AOs. To sum up, we could see the
same set of recruitment tools is adopted to select candidates before and after the
handover. The qualities that the assessment looked for are language proficiency,
intelligence in problem solving. No other criteria like understanding on civil society or
political sensitivity have been added to suit the new requirements of the job.
In view of the recruitment process of the AO Grade, Mushket (1984) stated that the
major source of supply of Administrative Officers has long been the direct
recruitment of young graduates. Before handover, there are three major sources: a.
good honours graduates (lower second and above), both local and overseas; b.
serving officers from other classes in the Hong Kong civil service; and c. experienced
administrative officers from other territories, usually former British colonies.
Back to the information from the CSB website, the sources of AO recruitment are the
same. According to Burns (2010), there are no AOs from Britain and other territories
since 1985, therefore we could expect the new candidates in the last decades before
the handover and now are from the same sources. Burns also figured out that
internal recruitment almost does not exist. As mentioned, many of the permanent
secretaries are Administrative Officer, seldom do civil servants from other grades
successfully enter the AO Grade. From 1991 to 2002, only 17 AOs were from internal
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recruitment. Since most of the new recruitments are from fresh graduates, the AO
crews are mostly from the same sources. The political or professional talents that the
current society calls for were kept out of the recruitment practice.
Training and Development
The AO Grades has set a clear requirement of each of the grade: core qualities
include: leadership; communication skill, analytical skills, human resources
management (Burns 2010). To Administrative Officer Staff Grade B or higher level,
political skills are essential. For example, the ability to explain complicated concept
to the Executive Committee, Legislative Council and the public, the skill to handle
politics, media and citizens and the analytical and planning ability. There is no doubt
the mentioned skills are important for the AOs to play their role, especially for the
more politicized society and policy making process. However does the CSB provide
suitable training modules to equip them with the skills?
The training offerings are similar to that in the 1980s, except there was a one-year
study in Oxford or Cambridge University. Mushket (1984) criticised the training in the
sense that it does not contains much about management control and strategic
planning. Also Mushket pointed out that the participation was often optional, as well
as by nomination, and that AOs may choose not to take part in all the sessions
offered. More than that, Mushket commented that the whole training modules were
slow in progress because of insufficient time allotted to training and the heavy
reliance on ad hoc lectures from outside institutions. Also there was a lack of greater
integration across various training areas. There has yet been analysis on the practices
of current training modules, interviews will be conducted to validate whether the
government has modified the training to live up to the changing job requirements of
the AO Grade. According to Burns (2010), although the latest training has been
focusing policy analysis and strategic planning, AOs often find it hard to apply what
they learnt on their job.
Performance Appraisal & Promotion
In the politicized working environment, it is hard to preserve neutrality of the top
bureaucrats. Like most of the grades in the Hong Kong government, the superior
evaluates AOs’ performance through the yearly performance appraisal. The grading
of the appraisal is divided into six levels, which are 1. Outstanding; 2. Remarkable; 3.
Very Effective; 4. Fairly Effective; 5. Unsatisfactory; 6. Very Unsatisfactory.
Burns (2010) said that the performance scales of AOs are in central tendency. Most
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of the results are in level 2, 3 or 4, very rare do AOs obtain level 1, 5 or 6. The annual
report of the CSB in 2009 had mentioned that the performance appraisal has lost its
meaning. Burns quoted a senior AO who directly participated in appraisal that “not
even one report is objective”. Therefore he further pointed out that in the promotion
decision, the political inclination and network with the principal officials were of
utmost important. Without an objective merit system which screens out political
consideration, the political neutrality of the AO Grade will inevitably be undermined.
Now the principle for promotion is political rather than professional merit, there is a
great incentive for politically aspiring administrators to opt for the political route
instead of to wait for the traditional merit route to develop their career, thus
indirectly undermining the merit principle in the civil service. One recent example
was a former deputy secretary (D3 rank), Mr. Raymond Tam Chi- yuen of the civil
service, who was promoted to the rank of policy secretary (above D8 rank) within
one year after joining the political team and has now become the Secretary for
Constitutional and Mainland Affairs. Cheung (2011) argues that even serving civil
servants who have no political ambition are not affected by such arrangements since
their promotion or career development is still largely decided by the merit principle
within the civil service, there is still a problem. Since those politically aspiring civil
servants, by taking the political route, might be able to rise to the top rank of policy
secretary quickly, largely as a result of political consideration, an equally
professionally competent serving senior civil servant is bound to feel that the
introduction of POAS has disadvantaged them since it is the political instead of the
professional criterion that ultimately counts. In addition, given the politicization of
the post of the head of the civil service whose determination to protect the integrity
of the civil service is suspect, how can serving civil servants be sure the merit
principle will have to yield to the political criterion and be politically responsible for
their career performance and development. If this is the case, how well can one
defend public service ethics like professionalism, administrative integrity, political
neutrality, objectivity and impartiality in the public service in Hong Kong?
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Chapter 2. A Review of AO Grade:
Interviews with Current and Former AOs
A. Introduction of the purpose of the interview
i. The Purpose of the Interview
In light of the changing political and working environment of the AO grade, it is
necessary to acquire the latest information about the grade. Three current and
former AOs were interviewed for the review. The three interviews were conducted in
March and April respectively. The interviewees were referred from my professor and
personal network. The interviews were held independently and each of the
interviewees did not know the identity of the others. The purpose of the interview
was to provide first-hand information about the working environment, job nature
and current challenges. The details of the job nature, transition and challenges
suggested by the interviewees would aid to figure out the roots of the mismatch
between AO Grade and the public expectation. Apart from usage in the thesis, the
interview content and the identity of the interviewees would not be disclosed. The
interviews were conducted in Cantonese with audio record. An appendix of the
interview transcription in Chinese is provided at the end of this paper.
ii. Interview Questions
The interviews were conducted in Cantonese and the questions set is shown below:
Fact Finding Part
1. What is your current grade and posting? (Current occupation if left the AO Grade)
2. How many years have / had you served in the AO Grade?
3. What was your first posting? (Last posting in the grade if left the AO Grade)
4. What are the training and development programs you have experienced or heard
of upon intake?
5. What are / were the schedule of responsibilities of your latest posting?
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Thesis Related Part
6. How do you see AO Grade in general?
7. What do you think are the challenges of the AO Grade in daily work?
8. Have these challenges that you mentioned increased from time to time?
a. How about the change of working condition of the AO Grade after the handover?
b. How about the change of working condition of the AO Grade after the launch of
the Principal Officials Accountability System (POAS)?
Deepening Questions on the Effect and Changes
9. What is your opinion towards the recruitment, training and staffing & promotion?
10. Do you think there are rooms for improvement in these issues?
11. Is there any internal policy change regarding these issues by the CSB?
12. Have the mentioned challenges and problems affect the tradition AOs see their
job as a lifelong career?
13. About the mentioned experiences, are there more examples or cases from your
colleagues in the grade?
14. What are the factors of your resignation? (For those who left the grade)

B. A Summary of the Interview Findings
To codify the interviewees’ identity, I would name the three AOs as A, B and C
respectively in this research paper. A is a current District Officer and have joined the
government for about 20 years. B is a former SAO and had 7 years’ experience in the
grade. C is a former AO and had 4 years’ experience in the grade. A joined the grade
in the 1990s while B and C joined the grade in the 2000s.
In order to outline the findings of the interview I would summarize the transcription
into five aspects. Due to the difference between the official record and Grade
members’ perception, the details provided by the interviewees may or may not
conform to the information written in the literature review part.
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i. Recruitment
According to the CSB website, the three-stage selection process of AO Grade is as
follow:
Stage 1. Common Recruitment Examination and Basic Law Test
Stage 2. Joint Recruitment Examination
Stage 3. Interviews
(a) Preliminary Interview
(b) Final Interview
Comment:
In regard to the recruitment process, all the interviewees expressed the current
practices are fine. AO A said throughout the two decades she has seen an evolving
set of criteria in assessing the candidates. She said in the past the panel put much
weight on the candidates’ academic result, but now the panel would evaluate the
candidates from a broader perspective. New recruits are from various majors,
universities and are more all-rounded. AO B commented the recruitment practices “a
system that can select the smart and committed people” and he does not reckon
changes are needed.

ii. Training and Development
According to the CSB website, a series of training and development programme will
be provided after one joins the grade:
Training
While officers acquire various types of exposure and experience on the job, they also
receive well-structured training both locally and overseas throughout their career in
the Administrative Service:
- Induction training
- Post-probation training
- Secondment scheme with the private sector
- Junior directorate training programme
- National Studies programmes and Mainland familiarization visits
- Executive development programmes
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- Sponsorship for part-time studies

Orientation & Induction
Both three AOs claimed that there was no so-called orientation before the start day.
Unlike the EO Grade in which there is a 2-week orientation workshop in the
beginning, a new AO report duty to their position in the very first day.
Echoing the official information, new recruits will receive various training in their first
two years of service. A series of induction programme would be conducted for new
AOs, Nonetheless. According to the interviewees, these programme include but not
limted to “Political Landscape Workshop”, “Media Training” and “Introduction of
Basic Law”. Lectures regarding formal Chinese and English writing skills and
Putonghua are also provided. The induction programme also includes a weekly site
visit to various bureau and departments. Civil Service Training and Development
Institute (CSTDI) under the Civil Service Bureau conduct the above training and
activities.
A mentorship program was mentioned by AO A who has joined the grade for al most
20 years. She said in the early year she has helped initiate a mentorship scheme. The
scheme aimed to provide the new recruits with a mentor who acts as a work buddy.
However the scheme is not ongoing anymore at the moment. Other programme
mentioned by AO B includes outward bond training and crisis management training
at the Hong Kong Police College.

On-the-job Training
Both three AOs stressed the importance of the on-the-job training in the AO Grade.
They claimed that new recruits would learn the vital qualities through out the daily
routine. For instance, adaptability to different work task; flexibility to work with
different specialist staff and general “house-keeping” skills to different departments
and bureau are the elements they commonly mentioned.
AO B and C mentioned a special focus on mainland affairs in the training. The
national Studies programmes and mainland familiarization visits. AO B recalled the
trip was held by the Constitutional Affairs Bureau (now Constitutional and Mainland
Affairs Bureau). The trip officially wished to enhance Grade Members' understanding
of the latest developments in the Mainland. AO B was sent to while AO C had the
chance to visit Xinjiang. The CSB usually jointly organizes with Mainland institutions
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or organizations. AO B described it as a valuable opportunity to understand the
political culture in the Mainland China.
Further Study Opportunity
In the 1980s and before, new recruits enjoyed a one-year training in the University of
Oxford. Since then it was canceled. AO A acclaimed the change as she found the
abundant opportunities for undergraduate students to explore the world nowadays.
She said in the past new recruits generally lacked international exposure, and that is
why the CSB had the policy.
According to AO B and C, AOs will be sent to renowned universities overseas for
training after the 3-year probation. AO B mentioned that the institutions on the list
include University of California (Berkeley), London School of Economics and Political
Science and Melbourne Business School. AO B was sent to MBS before but he
stressed that the programme was not a degree programme. The courses were mainly
about leadership and management style. He claimed these post-probation training in
different universities last around 8 to 10 weeks. They had to attended classes for
about 4 hours each day, and what he enjoyed most was the remaining traveling time
with his classmates.
Comment:
Given the stress of the on-the-job training, it is hard to tailor-make a training
programme for each new recruits. However during the interview some highlights
showed clues to the problem of the grade.
-

A lack of time for further training
As suggested by the interviewees the job nature of AO Grade is exhausting and
challenging, seldom can they reserve sufficient time for the scheduled training.
AO A said that it is inevitable to miss the training courses, as their workload was
too huge. Absence is a prevailing phenomenon during the training. Although
there is no statistical information regarding the attendance or participation in
the grade, this statement agreed by the three interviewees is credible in
reflecting the general picture of the problem.

-

A lack of long-term intellectual training
AO B complained that as a group of talents that would become the pillars of the
government, opportunities for further studies are vital. AO B shared similar
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viewpoint as he said there was not a long-term, macro training on sociology or
politics. He deemed both important for a good mindset of an AO. AO C too
highlighted the “out-of-touch” problem of the Grade member with the society.
She complained the problem is partly attributed by the lack of training
opportunity concerning the society.

-

A lack of support for further studies
Although “executive development programme” and “sponsorship for part time
studies” are written black and white, it is actually a myth. AO A said only high
flyers could become the deserving few to attend the degree programme. And
AO C said it is even hard to apply for “leave without pay” to further one’s
studies. She explained that most of the postings last for 3 years only, therefore
your boss would not be willing to endorse your application since it implies a loss
of personnel to him/her. And when the candidate returns to the grade, he or
she will no longer serve the original posting. This explains why AO C said she
hardly heard of any successful cases from her current AO friends.

AO B claimed that to his observation, he can confirmed that the percentage of
people holding an academic qualification higher than Bachelor degree in the
grade is very low. He cannot provide a statistical data. However AO B’s
observation matches the viewpoint suggested by C that superiors discouraged
AOs to further their studies.

B shared his observation that could represent a prevailing trend. He claimed
that if an AO can get off from work at 6pm to attend a part-time degree
program, he or she would probably be deemed not committed in works. He
recalled his colleagues who took an external LLB degree ended up suffering
between work and study. In the exam period, the superiors demanded him to
come back for work after the exams in the morning. He concluded that the
working condition of the grade is not study-friendly nor a facilitating
environment for the further academic pursuit of the officers.
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iii. Promotion and Career Path
According to researches and information provided by interviewees, a normal career
path should be:
0-7 years Administration Officer
8-11 years
Senior Administration Officer
12 years PAS
When talking about the promotion practices, AO C claimed that the grade does have
a very clear career path to follow (as shown in the above). AO A said although the
grade values the seniority in considering promotion, there are more cases of high
flyers. A stressed that AO Grade is not a career that pursues “outstanding
performance”. She took insurance industry as an example that some types of work
allow quantifiable performance appraisal. It is unfair when one complains that the
promotion of the grade is not by performance. AO A admitted that comparing with
private sector there are less chance for high flyers to thrive, but she stressed that it is
a reason of the job nature, but not a problem of the government nor the
bureaucracy.
AO B expressed his disappointment that the grade does not consider academic
qualification when making promotion decision. The emphasis on seniority degrades
the mechanism of performance appraisal. Generally the assessors would have a
norm of central tendency. He said seldom would an assessor grade his inferiors
poorly. He said somehow there was some extreme cases that superior would grade
his or her inferior positively even he or she underperformed since a good appraisal
would guarantee a change of posting.
Moreover, AO B and C both shared the same observation that some “good”
performers are usually those who possess good writing skills. Other skills set like
political skills or interpersonal skills are not substantially weighted.
Comment:
From the above analysis, we may see the AO grade The appraisal system become
ineffective as AO generally would have a more or less the same career path in the
years to come. This expectation or tendency have caused a series of problem:
-

A strengthened bureaucratic working culture
Since “outstanding performance” is not encouraged, AO generally would seek to
adapt to his or her superior’s expectation instead of the fast changing social
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needs. New recruits could hardly make use of their creativity to better the
everyday work. Shiu Lik-king and Huen Chi-Wai are two well-known former AOs
that have shared the same feeling that their new ideas at work were never
entertained.

-

The critical incident appraisal system
The appraisal system of the AO grade used to be a rating scale system. With the
rampant problem of central tendency, the system score would become a
constant parameter that is meaningless to promotion. Instead, we may infer
that a de-facto critical incident appraisal taking mistakes and merits into account
is formed and determine the promotion decision. Due to the job nature, it is
difficult to achieve “outstanding” performance. As a result we may infer that
Grade members would rather perform their duty bureaucratically.

-

A discouraging working condition for new talented recruits
Before the handover the bureaucracy was ever enlarging. This provides
abundant opportunities for junior AO to thrive. However due to the congested
career path in the AO grade (source), junior AO now have to follow patiently in
the queue. For young talents whose performances are outstanding, they might
be discouraged due to the slow promotion.

iv. Working Duties and Environment
According to the CSB information, there are over 500 officers in the Administrative
Service working in 12 bureaux and over 30 departments. They may be posted to:
- a bureau
- a District Office
- a Government department
- the Office of the Government of the Hong Kong SAR in Beijing or one of the 13
Hong Kong Economic and Trade Offices in major cities around the world
From the sharing of the interviewees, we may understand the working duties and
environment in the District Office, bureau and the government department.
As a District Officer (DO) or Assistant District Officer (ADO), he or she has to deal with
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all the tasks related to the district. The DO or ADO represents the government in the
society. Under the Home Affairs Department DO has to promote the harmony of the
district through coordination with different parties in the District Council. The daily
liaison and consultation provide interactions to explain the government policy. In
recent years there are increasing emergencies that requires the prompt coordination
with the crisis.
As a bureaucrat in the bureau, he or she has to assist in the formulation of
Government policies closely related to the well being of society and the control and
monitoring of the use of public resources. In the government department, provide
quality management and steer the delivery of services to the public. An AO in the
bureau and the department, one would also have to coordinate with related
stakeholders and professional organizations in the industry. Tasks such as drafting
consultation paper in the policy formulation, answering questions and queries from
the legislators are a great deal of responsibilities.
Comment:
From the in-depth sharing of the interviewees, we can figure some difficulties of the
working condition being the scene.
-

An increasing demanding legislative branch
AO B was working in the Tourism Commission (TC), and he highlighted the heavy
workload generated from the Tourism constituency. There may be 20 questions
or queries from the legislator for a week. B had to draft the reply in the written
manner. For an oral reply, he had to prepare a full set of files for the secretary’s
reference. If there is a panel meeting (Panel on Economic Development), he had
to prepare loads of background information regarding the agenda, directions of
the proposed consultation papers for the participants.
AO C shared the similar viewpoint, she recalled her first superior once talked
about the transition of work after the handover was huge. According to C’s
superior at her first posting, the legislative council was a rubber stamp in the
before the handover. Now there are more legislative councilors who are directly
elected by the people, and the critiques they posed over the government’s work
has led to a greater deal of work than it was in the colony era.

From the information provided by B and C, we may summarize by saying that
the increasing check and balance on the government from the legislative branch
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is a crucial shift after the handover. This point will be elaborated in later parts.

-

-

A higher degree of social participation in the policy formulation
AO C also claimed that before the handover Hong Kong people accept the
destiny, which she explained as the lack of autonomy in policy setting. People
were delighted simply by a good economy prospect. Therefore the society was
somehow more “harmonious” at that time. Since the handover Hong Kong
people has a higher belongings to the city, and thus they have a feeling that they
deserve the right to decide the government’s agenda.

The fluctuation of global economic environment
Regarding the same questions, AO A, the only interviewee who has started
working before the handover gave a different account to the environment. She
mentioned the globalized economic system has made Hong Kong society
unstable after the handover. The two financial crises (1998 and 2008) have
caused discontent from the society against the SAR Government. The public
easily criticizes the policy formulation process and has initiated a number of
social movements that played against the normal policy formulation process.

-

The birth defects of the political system of the SAR Government
AO A stressed there are birth defects of the political system. Since the Chief
Executive and his cabinet cannot possess any political party background, the
government has no political will. Without a popular mandate and substantial
support in the legislative council, the secretaries and the AO Grade have to
bargain for votes in every single policy or bill. This implies a huge amount of
work in lobbying and answering critiques from opposing parties.

v. The effect of POAS on the AO Grade
The POAS was portrayed as the key to solving previous administrative problems,
notably the lack of cooperation of high-ranking civil servants with the Chief Executive.
Tung introduced the changes at the beginning of his second term, with the hope of
resolving difficulties he faced in governance. However as mentioned in the literature
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review, it is seen as a threat to the AO Grade.
However from the viewpoint of the interviewees, POAS is not commonly seen as a
threat. Surprisingly, all three AOs agreed that the basic set-up of the system is
reasonable. They both understand the system aims to specialize the appointees for
the political responsibilities while protect the AO Grade from the risky political tasks.
The design of the system did hope addresses the birth defects of the basic law. Still,
three AOs illustrate why the POAS may not achieve desirable outcome to some
extent. I will generalize the problems suggested by them and outline in the below.
Comment:
-

The effect of POAS is dependable on the background of the ministers
AO B’s first posting was in the Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau headed by
an experienced AO Suen Ming Yeung. He recalled at that time the colleagues in
the bureau had full confidence on Suen because they knew his experience in the
grade would make their work predictable. This predictability implies a consistent
policy directions and working style of the secretary. He shared his observation
that when the political appointees of some bureau came from a political party
or the business sector, they might not possess the public administration
experience that qualify them to work coherently with the AOs and other high
level bureaucrats. It may even disrupt the work of the AO Grade.

This echoes what John Burns (2012) suggested that when appointees try to
exert control over the civil service there should be unrest among the team.
However he highlighted that there are also cases that some appointed
secretaries could cooperate with the civil service team perfectly. AO C stressed
that the success of POAS rely on whether the appointees are willing to
communicate with his/her subordinates. POAS presume an effective job
specialization (bureaucrats: policy formulation and analyzing; appointees:
lobbying and bargaining for votes), and the appointees’ leadership style would
determine if the system could prevail.

-

The POAS provides specialized professionals for the Government
Both AO A and B shared similar viewpoint that POAS hopes to strengthen the
job security of the AO Grade by diverting the political tasks away. AO B
highlighted that if all of the top personnel are all bureaucrats, then the
government may not be able to handle the technical details of the emergency
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nor functional tasks. He said that the seasoned AO Grade is good at handling
due procedures or legislation process, however it would never be better than
the professional (For instance, Yeoh Eng-kiong and Chow Yat-ngok as the
Secretary for Food and Health) in handling technical tasks. As a conclusion,
though the appointees may replace the position the generalist (AO Grade)
enjoyed for decades, it is an inevitable trend the SAR Government have to
follow.

-

The discontent towards POAS grow with AO’s seniority
When being asked about this question, AO C agreed but said there are 3 points
that trigger this discontent. The first two are personal reasons while the third is
related to the defect of the POAS.

First, it shortens the career path of the senior AO. For those who are in the top
of the directorate level, POAS has directly hampered the prospect of their career.
It should be seen as a personal disadvantage for the senior instead of a demerit
of the policy.

Second, AO C said she realized that in the mindset of the senior management
(not limited to the government), people have strong belief that what they were
doing are the most appropriate. It is not easy for the senior AOs to put aside
their perspective and communicate effectively with an outsider. The training of
the AO Grade has instilled a sense that what they do is the best to Hong Kong
general public, and this determined belief might hinder a smooth cooperation
with the political appointees of the POAS.

Third, POAS contradict with the core value of the AO Grade: balance of interest.
In the policy formulation process, AO Grade is designated for resolving conflicts
between stakeholders to maximize the well being of the society as a whole. A
minister appointed might be ambitious in his or her own policy agenda. For
example, if an environmentalist gets appointed, he would advocate his belief in
conservation without due consideration on groups’ interest. POAS would thus
harm the social stability. This point has nothing to do with the interpersonal
skills of the appointees, what really matter is whether the appointees possess
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the popular mandate to do the decisive and influential tasks. I will further
elaborate this point in the later part.

vi. The Tradition of AO Grade as a Life Long Career
In the research of the literature review, materials from scholars’ work to
government’s advertisement have described the grade as a “life long career”.
However, statistic shows that there has been a considerable number of AO quitting
the grade in the recent years. Regina Ip has mentioned in a newspaper interview that
the AO Grade has suffered from a low morale since the launch of POAS, and more
people consider leaving the government.
AO A and C viewed this as a normal transition. A claimed that comparing with the
early decades in the last century, more good opportunities are found. AOs have more
possibilities to seek for their dreams. It does not imply the grade is no longer
attractive to talents. C stressed that it is not a necessary negative issue that there are
turnover in the grade. Especially to the new generation, life-long career become a
myth to them as they always seek for changes.
AO B described the working environment as “golden hand shake”, which means the
generous compensation has tied AO in an undesirable working condition. Unlike
private sector that one may jump to another firm, AOs have no choice but to stay in
the postings assigned by CSB. Due to this nature, CSB would not have an incentive to
better the working condition of the grade as AO Grade always has a steady supply of
new recruits and loyal work force. However B highlighted that a not serious turnover
may still imply a huge problem, as the degrading working environment could not
retain the best talents. He remembered when the question “Administrative Officers
Leaving Civil Service” was discussed in the Panel on Public Service in December 2010,
former AO and current legislator Regina Ip spoke to Denise Yue: “It is not the
problem of the turnover rate, but the matter of who are leaving the government.
When I look into the name list of those who quit, I feel scared”. No evidence could be
found about how talented the people who left the Grade are. However B’s
observation is significant in pointing out both the turnover and the loss of talented
personnel are the two equally important folds of the problem.
To support AO B’s point of view, news regarding the resignation of “talented” AO in
the last 5 years have been reviewed. 2007: the principal Hong Kong Economic and
Trade Representative in Tokyo Alex Fong (left for the position of executive director
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position in Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce) 2008: Tuen Mun assistant
district officer Huen Chi Wai (with one doctor degree and four master degrees). 2009:
Home Affairs Bureau deputy secretary Wilson Fung (left for the executive director
position in Hong Kong Productivity Council); Housing Authority deputy director
(corporate services) Howard Lee (left for the position executive director Hong Kong
Monetary Authority); Transport and Housing Bureau principal assistant secretary
(Transport Branch) (left for the director position in Hong Kong Productivity Council).
These resigned AO had been reported by the media and were highlighted as vital
personnel of the AO Grade. The news review in Wise News might not cover every
resigned AO during the period. However these AOs commonly left the grade and
joined the important position of semi-public and private bodies. This empirically
proved that they are recognized as talents and they have quitted the AO Grade. It
matches what Regina Ip mentioned about the loss of talents and the inability of the
AO Grade to retain talents.

Comment:
-

An increasing trend to work in the quasi government organizations
As shown in the above review, an increasing number of quasi government and
semi-public bodies in Hong Kong have provided an attractive (in terms of
remuneration) and similar work environment for AOs. These bodies are gaining
higher position in the community, and AO A sees it as a general transition of the
Grade. But it reflected at the same time the relative attractiveness of the AO
Grade prospect deteriorate over time.

-

Different accounts of quitting the grade
Referring to what we have mentioned earlier about the new generation mindset,
we may conclude that the younger group of AOs (below 30 years old) quit the
grade for further development. Due to their upbringing, little members of this
generation have thought of working in the grade for a lifetime. This may not
directly be triggered by the harsh working environment but personal
expectation of career.

On the other hand, the group of AOs over 40 years old, to them the effect of
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POAS would be huge and they long for a brighter second career in the public
and private organizations. This group of people who left the government would
be those who literally “changed” their impression of life-long career.

C. Implication from the Findings - The Roots of the Mismatch
From the above analysis, we have gone through the AO Grade in the surface as well
as some internal information. Before we further discuss how the mismatches affect
the grade, we shall now outline the root problems of the mismatch.

i. The Growing Political Environment of Governance
Ineffective Consultative Politics
A typical procedures of the policy formulation process, or the conventional approach
of the administrative absorption called by Endacott “government by discussion” has
been efficient and successfully in Hong Kong before the handover. Generally speaking
a policy or bill would pass through the executive council, the consultative committee
and the legislative council before legislated. Amid the weak civil society as discussed
in the literature review, it matches what Ambrose King described “the
administerization of politics” (King, 1975). And after going through all these steps,
the policy or bill would gain legitimacy or the procedural justice. This conventional
policy formulation has been carried out perfectly by the AO Grade, without much
interference from the civil society. However this kind of consultative politics
obviously does not work after the handover. The increased seats of direct election in
the legislative council and the active social participation of policy formulation have
undermined the effective work AO Grade had performed before. The SAR
Government has had the experience that public objection of a certain policy or bill
might still appear after the thorough consultation exercise.
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The Consultative Politics before the 1997 Handover
Notes: The graph read as follows: Consultative Politics (the policy formulation
approach in Hong Kong before the handover), the AO Grade (the center of this model
of governance), media and political parties.
The above graphic expression aims to illustrate the consultative politics mechanism.
AO Grade was the center of the system; the AO Grade controlled tightly the policy
agenda and formulation, while the media and political parties are situated within the
establishment (ExCo, LegCo) and had a close relationship with the AO Grade. The
sizes of the circles represented the relative influence of each in the society. Obviously
media and political parties were not playing a leading role, and their presence largely
conform the establishment, in which the AO Grade had taken a dominating leading
role.
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The Emergence of Civil Society after the 1997 Handover
Notes: The graph read as follows: Consultative Politics, the AO Grade (remained as
the center of governance), media & political parties (medium circles), NGOs (smaller
circle) and the Public on the Internet (larger circle).
The above graphic expression on the contrary shows the to political environment
with the emergence of civil society after the handover. AO Grade is still the center of
the government system. However the political environment has expanded with a
large civil society surrounding. The public on the Internet (the larger circle) has taken
a proactive role in participating in the policy formulation process (this point will be
elaborated in the next part). AO Grade can no longer controlled tightly the policy
agenda and formulation, while the media and political parties (the medium circles)
and the NGOs (smaller circle) are situated outside the establishment (red circle) and
had a distant relationship with the AO Grade. The sizes of the circles represented the
relative influence of each in the society. The AO Grade is still playing a leading role in
the governmental body, but the scattered presence of the other four circles signified
the deadlock the government is encountering now. NGOs and Public on the Internet
are out of the establishment (red circle), while media (some friendly mass media)
and political parties (some possess seats in the legislature) are partly inside the
establishment.
Back to our discussion of the ineffective consultative politics, the case of the
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high-speed railway was a good example to showcase that a policy that had gone
though all the policy formulation process with no hindrance could still get labeled as
an unjust proposal.
Another aspect that makes the consultative politics ineffective is the higher
expectation from the stakeholders. Amid the bird flu in 2005, a citizen holding a
chicken accused the Secretary for Food and Health Chow Yat-ngok that the
government deprived his right to keep it as a pet. However strange the request
maybe, the media did bombard the authority with this news (especially Oriental
Daily and The Sun). The officials could not blame anyone for such an incident since
the citizens do have the right to make such a claim. This kind of situations increases
exponentially. And it becomes harder and harder for the AO to balance all
stakeholders’ interest. At the same the there are a lot of legislators who would take
the opportunities to blame the government’s insufficiency in planning. An increasing
demanding legislative branch also pressurizes the government. Legislative Council is
no longer a rubber stamp now and as more legislative councilors who are directly
elected by the people, and the critiques they posed over the government’s work has
led to a greater deal of work to the AO grade than it was in the colony era. They do
not simply “endorse” the bill and policy; instead they try to win votes and support
from criticizing the government. The increasing check and balance on the
government from the legislative branch is a crucial shift after the handover.
From what we have read in the literature review, the growing civil society has led to
an increased participation of the public. In the consultative politics suggested by
Ambrose King, there were only the government the people, and the many
consultative committees in between. The vibrant media surveillance and the more
democratic society both request the government to live up to a higher expectation.
Since the handover Hong Kong people has a higher belongings to the city, and thus
they have a feeling that they deserve the right to decide the government’s agenda.
This certainly complicates the responsibilities of the AO grade. Their duties do not
include only administrative paper work of drafing policy and consultation paper and
policy execution. For the grade members who work in the bureau, the work engage
loads of lobbying work in the legislature, crisis arised from the emergency and
increasing criticism from the public (from the consultation channels, media, political
parties, NGOs and the public from the Internet). These political tasks substantially
disrupted the comparative advantage of AO Grade in working in an administrative
state.
In the literature review and interviews we understand that the recruitment and
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staffing practice were more or less the same from the colonial era, and thus we
concluded AO as an unchanged grade. Apparently we can observe that the
administrative-foucsed AO Grade could difficultly coopeate the political environment
today. This is a root of the mismatch.

The Rise of the Internet
The rapid growth of the civil society of Hong Kong attributed much to the wide use of
the Internet. Nowadays different political units have their own webpages. Units from
the government, legislators, NGO, advocacy groups to activists all have a page on the
social network (Weibo, Facebook and Twitter). Comparing with the old days when
people have to enter the synarchy (King 1975) or the establishment to create
influence, it is very easy for the public to voice opinion that would affect the policy
decision-making. A simple idea expressed as a group or comment in the social
network, echoed by many others, can through the reporting of the mass media to
reach the greater public (even to those who never use Internet).
Take the Chief Executive's Office as an example, its facebook page
(http://www.facebook.com/UpperAlbertRoad) has 37,957 likes (members) and the
issues or pictures shared through the page are forwarded and passed in an
exponential speed. The requests, comments and viewpoints stem up in the virtual
and had successfully burst into anger. The issue “doubly non-permanent resident
pregnant women” has accumulated social discontent via facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/itstimetosayno) on the Internet and the group possess
113,543 members. They had eventually held a demonstration with 1,000 citizen
presence
through
the
help
of
a
facebook
event
(http://www.facebook.com/events/335706553142777/). Eventually the Chief
Executive Leung announced in April he would cut down the birth quotas for doubly
non-permanent resident pregnant women to zero. Not to discuss about the
legitimacy or the acceptance of the announcement, the outrage intiated from the
Internet is now as significant as a party or NGO. This phenomenon is far from just a
single case. Policies related to West Kowloon Cultural District, the $6000 give-away,
the Hong Kong high-speed railway and the latest by-election ban are all discussed
widely on the Internet’s forum and social networks.
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The 24-hour voice-outs have triggered a chain effect. The public consultations on
various policies arose much more attention than ever, and thus the increased
participation has led to significant workloads and pressure shouldered by the senior

officials, especially to the AO grade.
The Social Participation Triggered by the Public on the Internet
Notes: The graphic expression of the circle of political participation triggered by the
Public users on the Internet
The above graphic expression aims to outline the process how the public on the
Internet could affect the policy making process. Whenever the government raises a
controversial policy, the Internet discussion would transform into media’s criticism
soon. Legislators would voice out the popular view in the legislature so as to gain
mandate from the public. This eventually effectively affects the policy decision of the
establishment.
The rapid spread of video on Youtube of the legislative council also cultivates political
participation in the community. Speech of the legislators and government officials
are all under monitoring of the Internet users. The recent debates on copyright of
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the derivative works are also related. A large part of these parody and derivative
work are related to political advocacy. The popularity of the work accelerates the
spreading speed. Media would make use of these works, video along with the public
reaction (including online opinion poll and responses in the forum) to comment on
the government’s policies. It reciprocally makes the legislators more eager to find ill
of the government as it gains recognition and support from the people. This loop has
increased exponentially the amount of reply that the government has to make for
legislators and to the public. More controversies would strike the secretaries, and
more paper work hits the desk of AOs. As mentioned before, these also triggered
more political tasks like emergencies and lobbying work that disrupt the
administrative-focused work of the AO Grade.
Lack of Mandate of the Government
Not only do the challenges from outside the political system increase, there are flaws
in the political system itself either. It is the birth defects of the SAR Government
political system. The basic law confined that the Chief Executive and his cabinet from
possessing any political party background. The government has no consistent
political will other than the annual policy address. John Burns (2012) described the
cabinet after the launch of Principal Officials Accountability System as the “policy
silos”. He concluded that no collaboration has been observed between different
bureaus. The cabinet headed by the Chief Executive does not have an integrated will,
not to mention members of a political party could not form a cabinet.
Without a popular mandate and substantial support in the legislative council, the
secretaries and the AO Grade have to bargain for votes in every single policy or bill.
To sum up, there is no popular mandate from the political system. If the Chief
Executive and the cabinet come out from the election, they would enjoy the
legitimacy. Optimistically this would happen when the universal suffrage becomes
reality in 2017. Or if a party member can become the Chief Executive and the party
enjoys a certain degree of mandate from the direct election, the problem could be
alleviated too.
At the moment, no party has to support the government persistently, there is no
absolute iron vote for the government, and there is no guiding political view for each
secretary to follow. The AO Grade being the cadre of the executive branch could only
resolve foreseeable problems but not a macro, long-term political view. This soil
clearly contradicts the administrative style of the Grade and hinders the effective
work of the senior officers. Without a clear political will of the government, the Chief
Executive could hardly compose an agreed policy agenda. Even when formulating
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policies with good intention, any bill is vulnerable to opposition from the public and
legislature.

ii. The fall of the AO’s hallow
Lack of Policy Planning
In a policy bureau, there are usually three permanent secretaries, three assistant
secretaries and a group of junior AO. They are of high caliber with high efficiency.
However according to AO B, there was little opportunity to deliver some
forward-looking strategy. Instead, they (when he worked in the policy bureau) were
mostly occupied by ad hoc tasks. The AO Grade is overloaded by crises and
emergencies everyday.
AO C shared a similar viewpoint by saying that the grade could hardly bring about
break-through to Hong Kong. She claimed that in the past there were more profound
policies like the 10-year massive public housing programme and 9-year free
compulsory education. These lean-forwards made AO Grade a challenging yet
rewarding career. Nowadays the well-established society is saturated with policies,
hardly could the AO Grade suggests some revolutionary and forward-looking policies.
The development space for the Grade is decreasing. This echoes what we
commented the working environment of the Grade nowadays as a strengthened
bureaucratic working culture. Since “outstanding performance” is not encouraged,
AOs generally would seek to adapt to his or her superior’s expectation instead of the
fast changing social needs. Then as a result, the job become discouraging for new
talented recruits.

Change in the Job Nature: From Strategic to Tedious Works
It is supposed that the AO Grade as the cadre of the SAR government should focus
their work on the strategic and directional tasks that influence the government’s
policy setting. However from what I was told in the interview, a great deal of daily
works is trivial and tedious, yet very time consuming.
The AO Grade, especially in the junior level, has to take care a wide range of duties.
In the past there were mostly paper work and questions from the legislature, now
with the increasing amount of work in drafting consultation papers, conducting
public consultation, preparing plan and emergency plan. AO B suggested an example
that when he worked as a DTO in China, he has to prepare the action and operation
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plan for the Chief Executive and Secretaries visit. At that time B had to decide and
cater every single step since the key personnel stepped down the flight. A local
example would be the consultation session nowadays. B continued to say that
seldom do citizen in Hong Kong attend public consultation before the handover.
Nowadays a lot more public are mobilized to participate in the consultation session.
Some of them are interested or involved citizen, some of them are from political
parties or organizations that eagerly join the consultation to gain exposure. This
reflected a higher surveillance by the public towards the policy making of the
government. The heated political atmosphere has brought plenty of difficulties to the
work of the grade. When performing consultation exercises, they have to take care
the venue setting, logistic issues and even security problems (especially in protecting
controversial government officials). AO grade is no longer a job that relates only to
big picture, strategic planning but a house keeper that have to take care trivial yet
tiring details.
This helps illustrate the surge in departure in recent years. Panel on Public Service
has discussed the question “Administrative Officers Leaving Civil Service” in
December 2010. Legislator Dr Margaret Ng queried whether the CSB understand the
reasons of high turnover and have any improvement measure to address the
problem. For the first question the Secetary did not mention the relations between
the resignations and the structural problem of the AO Grade. She concluded the
reasons were personal. Regarding the second question concerning the improvement
approach, the Secretary highlighted the CSB hope to provide AOs “a lifelong career in
which they can make the best use of their talents and attain job satisfaction”. She
said CSB has maintained close communication with Grade members, and the bureau
have always had an “improving training and development framework” for AOs at
different ranks, as well as a “competitive career path” in the labor market that
attracts over ten thousands applicants every year. Nonetheless, she did not mention
about any significant measure to tackle the problem of low morale. Dr Margaret Ng
reiterated that the problem concerned that outstanding AOs had chosen to leave the
civil service team, which repeated AO B’s observation shared in the interview.
The problem of morale from the above analysis is also supported by what Dr.
Margaret Ng quoted the former Secretary for the Civil Service, Joseph Wong, in the
panel meeting. Joseph Wong has mentioned this problem in many commentaries. He
said that after the implementation of the POAS, no rationalization has been made to
the civil service system, and for this reason, the so-called "sense of political mission
of AO" in the past can hardly be sustained, and they can only contribute on practical
issues. This is a problem with morale prompted by the tedious job nature. The
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decreasing morale due to the increasingly tiresome work has made AO Grade a less
attractive career. Other than the good compensation package, the Grade could
hardly retain talents. If the changing political environment is the external root of the
mismatch, then the deteriorating job nature would be internal cause.

The Bad Habit of the AO Grade: Elitism
In the study of the recruitment system, we realized that the system can gather elites
who commonly possess the same set of characters: competent in English, loyal and
obedient, ordinary but efficient in carrying out tasks. Before the handover, the
recruitment system had been successful in selecting a group of elites that serve the
British-led government well. However in the 2000s, the political environment has
become dynamic. The typical AOs recruited in the conventional system can hardly
live up with the latest demand from the civil society.
In the local famous radio programme Guang Ming Ding (光明頂), former AO Max
Wong once commented that the AO Grade possess the “3 beliefs”: belief in
anti-corruption; belief in due procedures; and belief in their elitism of making the
best decision to the society. Nevertheless, the governance needed today can no
longer embrace the last belief of the AO Grade. The plurality in the society demands
more than the autocratic management of the Grade. AO B and C both shared the
further described the implication of this kind of belief: AOs usually work all day long
at office, leading a life style as an middle class and are out of touch with the society
in reality. They lack the real life experience of the ordinary life and the
underprivileged. This inhibits them from understanding the ever-changing, authentic
needs of the general public after the handover.
This echoes why the two interviewees would find the POAS a good set-up, as it may
bring in veterans from political parties and grass root into the decision making
mechanism. The elitism of the AO Grade might have well performed in the colonial
era, as they have a better understanding of the social need of the apolitical
community. In the more political and less administrative era today, POAS appointees
may be more able than the top officials to make a thoughtful policy recommendation
to problems. However, as what we have discussed before about the elitism of the
Grade members, senior AOs at directorate grade would certainly feel discontent with
the growing number of political appointees. It is their personal disadvantage that
their career growth in the government and influence towards the policy formulation
process are significantly hampered. In other words, the pride of the elitism from the
Grade members prohibits them from adapting to the new political environment.
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The Degradation of Political Neutrality is a Myth
When Chris Patten was the governor of Hong Kong, he proactively replaced British
ministers with local Chinese AO. In 1993, Patten appointed Anson Chan (former Civil
Service Bureau Secretary) to succeed Sir Ford as the Chief Secretary, Sir Donald Tsang
(former Treasury Bureau Secretary) to succeed Sir Macleod as the Financial Secretary.
Governor Patten had engaged the AO grade into the ministerial decision making body.
This did not end until former Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa launched the Principal
Officials Accountability System. AO Grade has then resumed to be a so-called
“political neutral” administrative body. The highest position an AO can now reach is
the permanent secretary. However, there have been numerous AO who accepted
appointment under the POAS, especially after Sir Donald became the Chief Executive.
To put it fairly, POAS introduced in 2002 met with the aspirations of the society. The
designed work and duties of politically appointed officials and AOs are very different.
After the implementation of the political appointment system, AOs are still
responsible for conducting studies and analyses on policies, and collecting public
opinions from various sectors. And for policies proposed by the Government, AOs
have to conduct consultation or implement those new policies. AOs have to explain
the positions of the incumbent Government on various issues to secure the support
of the public and society for polities formulated by the Government and various
administrative measures.
However given the prevailing trend that some AOs would be chosen to join the
cabinet, we reckon that various scholars have attacked the POAS in the sense that it
harms the political neutrality of the AO Grade in the literature review. However it is a
myth to blame POAS to have done such destruction. The adjective “political neutral”
should not be interpreted as “apolitical”. AO A reiterated in the interview that it is
impossible to separate AO’s work from political tasks. Therefore the word political
neutrality should imply that the AO Grade would be loyal and faithful in carrying out
the cabinet’s stance without fear or favor. In light of the administrative feature of the
grade, AO Grade is a part of the government bureaucracy instead of the initiatives.
The AO Grade can still perform this function after the handover. The only account on
this statement is that POAS would hamper the career prospect and influence that
senior AOs used to have on policy formulation and agenda setting. However we
should not curse POAS for depriving the good governance of Hong Kong, since the
previous analysis proved neither the current POAS nor the AO-centered government
cannot recover the birth defects of Hong Kong political system with the vibrant civil
society.
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This clarifies the misunderstanding that AO Grade’s political neutrality is adversely
affected by the POAS. Instead, the transition of the political atmosphere and POAS
matches the trend of the social need. Burns (2012) stressed that the appointees have
brought professional knowledge and new thoughts into the policy making process. In
the colonial era, AO is an anti-specialist (Tsang, 2007) grade that promoted the
generalists ruling of the government by the bureaucrats. British ministers made most
of the decisions before letting AO to execute. Without a professional or specialized
field, AO had been vital to the governance as they could be sent to any postings
before the handover to carry out the policy direction. Nevertheless, the constraints
of limited professional knowledge due to the frequent job rotation (every 3 years)
limit the performance of AO Grade members in making long-term policy for the
bureau too. This point has echoed the viewpoint suggested by Tsang that AO are only
capable in tackling hand on problems. Once again this reflected that AO Grade was
capable in policy formulation before handover when there were British ministers
who made the decision.
To quote Burns article again, he interviewed a former principal official and the
interviewee claimed that the Hong Kong government today needs a specialized team
who had professional training in a policy area, only common sense would be
inadequate. He named banking and financial sector as examples, saying that the
related working experience in different fields is beneficial to Hong Kong public
administration. On the other hand, a more political sensitive and accountable cabinet
is more preferred than a purely administrative AO Grade. The growing civil society
demands the attention more than the loyalty to the government. The unchanged and
unchangeable AO Grade is losing their hallow to be the center of the society. They by
the administrative nature of the grade cannot meet the transition of the society.
Thus the mismatch of the current importance of the AO Grade and inability of
delivering the new social need account for the problems, regardless of the launch of
POAS.

Chapter 3: The Development of the Mismatch
A. Recommendation: How Should the AO Grade develop?
In many parts of the interviews and literature review, we have heard about many
suggestions on reforming the grade to recover the mismatches. In the interview
questions, I have asked about the recruitment, training and the other staffing
practices if there are changes can be made on areas to fit the AO Grade into the new
political environment. For instance, Interviewees suggested the CSB should recruit
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candidates with a better political sensitiveness and understanding of the community;
or introduce more appraisal approaches in deciding promotion and postings decision.
After analysing the advice from the interviewees, I would suggest below three
solutions to tackle the problems. Taking the administrative nature of the AO Grade
into account, the solutions only aim to fine-tune the Grade to better fit with the civil
society and changing political environment of Hong Kong. Nevertheless, the
unchanged AO Grade is a structural mismatch with a society. Some suggestions may
be revolutionary to an extent that would fundamentally alter the nature of the Grade,
which may trigger discontent of some Grade members.

Solution 1: The Specialized Professional Directorate Grade
In the current posting policy of the CSB, the authority strictly follows the rule of the
job rotation between bureaus and departments. This limits the opportunity that the
senior AOs may utilize their interest and talent in a specific field. We have to admit
that the generalist nature is a huge asset of the Grade, but it should allow some
suitable individuals to develop their leadership in a certain field voluntarily. This
would produce some suitable personnel who possess professional knowledge on
their job, especially on posting that requires deep understanding on the industry
information.
The AOs participate in the specialization scheme must have been in the directorate
grade for a period of time. Once he or she has shown talents in a certain field, the
CSB may allow one to specialize in the policy bureau. Given the prevailing trade that
some AOs at the directorate grade would receive appointment from the Chief
Executive, the participants may acquire long-term training and become the reliable
reserves for the POAS appointment. Instead of waiting to be marginalized by the
POAS, AO Grade can through this specialization scheme become competitive in
entering the specialized POAS in the foreseeable future. It can also bridge up a
reciprocal relationship between the AO Grade and the POAS.

Solution 2: Flexible Staffing Practices
The AO Grade has inherited the virtues of the British bureaucracy, which are the
effectiveness and efficiency at work, corruption-free work ethics and the
unambitious loyalty. However the AO Grade lacks the forward-looking mindset. This
substantially relates to the bureaucratic staffing practices of the Grade.
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In the interviews, two interviewees mentioned that the opportunity for further study
would gain them broader exposure of the latest knowledge about the civil society
and world development. This provides better training through intellectual learning
that would equip the future directorate grade members with the latest knowledge of
political science and public administration. Since the unchanged AO Grade has been
overwhelmed by the workloads, the study opportunity would help them understand
the society transition amid the hustle at work. It would better equip the AOs to
perform their duties in the vibrant civil society.
Due to the changing job nature, the low morale and the stifling working environment
have made the job less desirable for young AOs. Stressing the importance of
promotion by performance would be well received by junior Grade members. More
criteria and means of appraisal should be introduced to achieve this target. This
alters the conservative AO Grade to a more proactive officer grade to meet with the
changing political environment. However this contradicts the core value of the Grade
emphasizing on seniority, hence it hurts the interest of senior Grade members and
would face their opposite.

Solution 3: Enlarging the AO Grade
The size of the AO Grade has been growing steadily. It is thus a prestigious identity to
be an AO in the Hong Kong government. However the small size has led to two
problems amid the mismatch.
First the increasing turnover has created loopholes in the Grade. Despite the
reluctance of CSB to change the Grade, it should increase the intake quota to recover
the loss. The enlarged AO Grade can withstand a fluctuating turnover since the
resignation of anyone in the Grade could be replaced more easily.
More abundant human resources can also create surplus of personnel. The excess
implies the possibility of a better manpower planning for further training. A year-off
for study aboard would be more viable with a larger AO Grade size. The larger size
also enables the flexible staffing practices mentioned above.

B. The Prediction: How Will the Unchanged AO Grade Develop?
From the literature review and the interview, we realized that the CSB has not
committed in changing the staffing policies and the job nature so as to solve the
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problems of the mismatch. And it is also our conclusion that the administrative grade
may not be changed to suit the new political environment. If everything goes on the
same, we predict that the unchanged AO Grade would be further marginalized in the
future.

Scenario 1: The Enlargement of the POAS
The Chief Executive-Elect CY Leung proposed recently to increase the places of
political assistant position by splitting the original budget. His proposal would enlarge
the POAS team to nearly 60 people. The decision-making power of the AO Grade will
be shared with a larger group of “outsiders”. As what we have discussed above that
the basic set-up of the POAS is appropriate only when the appointees could perform
their function to shoulder the political tasks and protect AO Grade from risks.
In recent years there has been criticism that the permanent secretaries lobby in
more occasions than the undersecretaries and political assistants do. If this
phenomenon sustains, not only would the influence of AO Grade be reduced, the
promotion prospect of the Grade become worse either. Due to the lack of mandate,
the appointees may not effectively carry out the political tasks. These responsibilities
may shift to AO Grade and further develop their discontent in overloading workloads
and dissatisfying work relationship with the appointees. The administrative grade
may have to carry out more political tasks too, other than their heavy workload of
normal duties. As a result, AO Grade would be further marginalized and worse off in
the government body. The deteriorating working environment would trigger a larger
scale turnover and lower morale of the existing Grade members, which eventually
makes AO Grade an undesirable career to have.

Scenario 2: The Universal Suffrage from 2017
Even though it is impossible and inappropriate to completely terminate the POAS in
the government system, the AO Grade may still prosper again in the future. If
universal suffrage can be successfully launched in and after 2017, the elected Chief
Executive and his / her cabinet would possess the mandate from the public. The
appointees under the cabinet would then gain recognition from the popular election
too. The cabinet along with the appointees would be more able to take up the
political tasks.
By the time the AO Grade may eventually separate their administrative tasks from
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the appointees. With the stronger leadership, the senior management of the
government would encounter fewer controversies in policy making. The relationship
with the legislature and the civil society may also keep in a good status with the
prerequisite of a popular mandate.
Nonetheless, this prediction is based on one assumption. The government has to
uphold the spirit of the accountability system, which means if any appointees could
not fulfill the public expectation or could not carry out the political responsibility, he
or she has to step down. This assumption makes sure that the POAS under the
popular elected Chief Executive can win confidence from the public, and therefore
the failure of any appointee would not degrade the mandate and drag the AO Grade
into the turmoil, or undermine the administrative work of the Grade members.

C. Conclusion
Just as what we have summarized in the above analysis, it is hard to alter the nature
of the administrative grade into a political grade. And it is hard to shift the center of
focus from the administrative work to the political tasks for the AOs. It is literally
difficult to install the mentioned criteria into specific codes in the recruitment,
training and promotion policies.
With the reliable recruitment system, we can assure that most of the current AOs
and the new recruits in the future are outstanding. However since the handover,
especially in the more democratic political system with the participation of the civil
society, the limitation of the Grade has been observed. Together with the prevailing
atmosphere of the higher expectation held by Hong Kong people concerning the
governing performance of the SAR Government, all colleagues in the civil service,
especially AOs, have to face the higher expectations of the public. These have
exerted work pressure to the AO Grade and thus created the external mismatch. The
more political environment and the ineffective consultative politics have made AOs
difficult to perform with their conventional approach.
Inside the government system, the POAS although would like to share political tasks
and protect the AO Grade, the lack of mandate of the cabinet has actually created a
deadlock. AO Grade has the problem cooperating with the appointees in the chaotic
political environment. The increasing POAS appointees have somehow undermine
the influence of the AO Grade in the policy formulation process. This internal
mismatch also adversely affected the work of the Grade members. The fall of the
AO’s hallow signified its deteriorating influence in the government.
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We did not observe any substantial change in the policies from the CSB to solve the
mismatch problem, both internally and externally. The authority on one hand does
not have the incentive to reform the grade so as to retain the personnel who are
dissatisfied with the policies. On the other hand, CSB can hardly launch some
concrete means to improve the situation, as any proposals (including the ones I have
suggested above) would hurts the vest interest of the existing Grade members, as
well as damage the core administrative nature of the grade, which may lead to an
even more undesirable outcome. As a result, if everything holds constant, we would
expect to see the AO Grade would be marginalized to an increasing extent in the
future. The development of the POAS and the launch of universal suffrage (popular
mandate) are the two vital factors affecting the destiny of the AO Grade in the
future.
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